
 

 

 

 

 
 

Class 1 Home learning 28.2.24 
We have had a very productive week so far. The children have been exploring how to 

make changes to our Emily Brown story and how our new character and new settings 

may be described. Year 2 will soon begin looking at how to include speech in their 

writing when their characters have conversations.  

In maths, we are continuing work on multiples and multiplication, focussing on reading 

and representing multiples of 2, 5 and 10 as well as solving multiplication questions using 

arrays.  

We have revisited our previous learning on timelines from last term, placed the 

momentous moon landing in the correct place and we have begun learning the 

biography of his life.  

Year 1 

Your child will be bringing home a book this week which they read with you and also 

during guided reading, the aim is that this book is read multiple times to practise their 

phonics and fluency. They can also being home a picture book to share. Please aim to 

read with you child 3 times a week and sign their reading records.  

 

Year 2. Your child now has an Accelerated reader book. They will keep this book and 

read it both at home and in 1-1 reading until they can read it fluently. They will also have 
guided reading sessions in class with Mrs Mitchell using an additional Accelerated reader 
book. 
 

History: 

Here is a bit of fun and this home learning isn’t due until 13th March. 
Please make a model of either: 

• The moon 

• The moon and Neil Armstrong 

• The space rocket that Neil took to the moon 

• The Lunar Module which landed on the moon 
 

This can take any form you want but (if possible) not too big, I would like to 
put everyone’s on display in the classroom when they are complete.  
 
 


